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Let s be a Schur function, that is a function analytic and contractive in the unit
disk D. Then the function 1&s(z) s(|)*1&z|* is positive in D. L. de Branges and
J. Rovnyak proved that the associated reproducing kernel Hilbert space provides
the state space for a coisometric realization of s. In a previous work we extended
this result to the case of operator valued functions with the denominator 1&z|*
replaced by a(z) a(|)*&b(z) b(|)*, where a and b are analytic functions subject to
some conditions. In the present work we remove the positivity condition and allow
the kernel to have a number of negative squares. Moreover, we consider functions
whose values are bounded operators between Pontryagin spaces with the same
index. We show that there exist reproducing kernel Pontryagin spaces which
provide unitary, isometric, and coisometric realizations of the function. We also
study the projective version of the above kernel.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this work, which is a continuation of [1], we study realization theorems
for operator-valued functions in generalized Schur classes Sk:( \, F, G). To
introduce these classes we need some preliminary definitions. We first recall
that an indefinite inner product space F (with inner product [ , ]F) is
called a Kre@$ n space if it can be written as F=F+[+4 ] F& , where F+
(resp. F&) endowed with [ , ]F (resp. with &[ , ]F) is a Hilbert space and
where the symbol [+4 ] denotes a sum which is both direct and orthogonal:
F+ & F&=[0] and [ f+ , f&]F=0 for ( f+ , f&) # F+_F&. If dim F&=
}<, F is called a Pontryagin space and } is its index: }=ind F. Given
two Kre@$ n spaces F and G we denote by L(F, G) the set of bounded
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operators from F to G and we write L(F) for L(F, F). We refer the
reader to the books [8, 9, 16] for more information on Kre@$ n spaces and
their operators. Next, let 0 be an open and connected subset of C. A func-
tion \ is said to be in the class D0 if it can be written as
\|(z)=a(z) a(|)*&b(z) b(|)*, (1.1)
where the functions a and b are analytic in 0 and such that both the sets
0+=[z # 0; |a(z)|>|b(z)|] (1.2)
and
0&=[z # 0; |a(z)|<|b(z)|] (1.2)
are nonempty, and (ba)(0+)=D.
The representation (1.1) of \ is not unique. If
\|(z)=c(z) c(|)*&d(z) d(|)*
is another representation of \, with c and d analytic in 0+ , then
(c(z), d(z))=(a(z), b(z)) U, (1.3)
where U is a ( 10
0
&1)-unitary matrix (see [6]). This simple fact is illustrated
in Lemma 3.2, which is the key to extend the results of [1] to the case
}>0 and k>0. The classes D0 and related families of analytic functions
were introduced and studied in [57], to which we refer for various
examples.
We now proceed to define the classes Sk:( \, F, G). Let \ be in D0 and
: be in 0+, and let k be a positive integer. Let F and G be two Kre@$ n
spaces. The L(F, G)-valued function 3 belongs to the class Sk:( \, F, G)
if it is analytic in a neighborhood U:/0+ of : and if the kernel
_3(z, |)=
IG&3(z) 3(|)*
\|(z)
(1.4)
has k negative squares in U: . We recall that this means the following: for
every integer n, every choice of z1 , ..., zn in U: and g1 , ..., gn in G, the n_n
hermitian matrix with ij entry [_3(zi , zj ) gj , gi ]G has at most k strictly
negative eigenvalues and exactly k such eigenvalues for at least one choice
of n, z1 , ..., zn and g1 , ..., gn .
We will mostly consider the case where F and G are Pontryagin spaces
with same index. Then, as we will show in the sequel, k does not depend
on the neighborhood U: of :; in fact, 3 has a unique meromorphic
extension to 0+ , and for this extension, _3 still has k negative squares.
Therefore, we do not mention U: in the notation Sk:( \, F, G).
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Since the kernel (1.4) has a finite number of negative squares, a theorem
of Schwartz [18] and Sorjonen [19] asserts that there exists a (unique)
reproducing kernel Pontryagin space P(3) with reproducing kernel _3 ,
meaning that, for every w # U: , every g # G, and x # P(3),
(1) the function z  _3(z, |) g belongs to P(3) and
(2) it holds that
[x, _3( } , |) g]P(3)=[x(|), g]G . (1.5)
When F and G are Hilbert spaces, \|(z)=1&z|* and k=0 the space
P(3) (and related spaces) was first studied and introduced by de Branges
and Rovnyak [10, 11], who studied isometric and coisometric realizations
of 3; for the case of unitary realizations, we refer to [12]. Still for
\|(z)=1&z|* the case where k>0 and F and G are Pontryagin spaces
with the index is considered in [3].
The case of general \ of the form (1.1), k=0, and F and G are Hilbert
spaces was studied in [1]. There, the space P(3) is a Hilbert space and
was shown to be the state space of a coisometric realization of 3. Precise
statements and definitions are deferred to Sections 2 and 3. The methods
of [1] did not seem to apply directly to the case k>0 and F and G
Pontryagin spaces with the same index. It is the purpose of this paper to
fill this gap and to extend the results of [1] to this general case.
When k=0 we write S:( \, F, G), instead of S0:( \, F, G). We denote by
Sk( \, F, G) the set of all functions 3 which are meromorphic in all 0+
and for which the kernel (1.4) has k negative squares. When in these
generalized Schur classes F=G we only mention the space F once.
We now describe the contents of the paper. In Section 2 we review the
notions of colligations and characteristic functions in the present
framework. In particular, we define isometric, coisometric, and unitary
colligations and minimal colligations. We also show that an element 3 in
Sk:( \, F, G) has a unique meromorphic extension to 0+ when F and G
are Pontryagin spaces with the same index. This enables us to define (in
(2.21)) an associated function 3 in Sk( \, G, F). In Section 3 we show that
the space P(3) (resp. P(3 )) provides a state space for a coisometric (resp.
isometric) realization of 3. The case of unitary realizations is considered in
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we prove realization theorems for the
projective version of _3(z, w).
2. Colligations and Characteristic Functions
Let \|(z) be a function of the form (1.1) and let : be in 0+. In par-
ticular |a(:)|>0 and without loss of generality we assume that a(:) and
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b(:) are real; see [1]. By definition, a colligation is a collection of the
form
2=(:, \, H, F, G, A, B, H, G, F ) (2.1)
consisting of three Kre@$ n spaces H (the state space), F (the incoming
space, G (the outgoing space) and of operators H # L(F, G), G # L(H, G),
F # L(F, H), and A, B # L(H) with
a(:) A&b(:) B=IH . (2.2)
The colligation is called isometric if
A*A=B*B, (2.3)
where A # L(HF ) and B # L(HF, HG) are given by
A=\A0
b(:) F
IF + : \
H
F+ \
H
F+ ,
(2.4)
B=\BG
a(:) F
H + : \
H
F+ \
H
G + .
The colligation is called coisometric if
A A *=B B *, (2.5)
where
A =\ Ab(:) G
0
IG+ : \
H
G + \
H
G + ,
(2.6)
B =\ Ba(:) G
F
H+ : \
H
F+ \
H
G + ,
and it is called unitary if (2.3) and (2.5) hold simultaneously.
The colligation (2.1) is called closely innerconnected if
H= 
z # U:
ran((a(z)* A&b(z)* B)&1 F)= [BnFf ; n=0, ..., f # F]
closely outerconnected if
H= 
z # U:
ran((a(z) A&b(z) B)&* G*)= [B*nG*g; n=0, ..., g # G],
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and it is called closely connected if
H= 
z, | # U:
[ran((a(z)* A&b(z)* B)&1 F, ran((a(|) A&(b(|) B)&* G*)].
In these definitions U: stands for a small neighborhood around : and
z # U denotes the closed linear span of the sets with index z # U. These
definitions are independent of the choice of U: . We call an isometric
(coisometric, unitary) colligation minimal if it is closely innerconnected
(closely outerconnected, closely connected, respectively).
Associated with a colligation 2 is the so-called characteristic function
3(z)=32(z)=H+$:(z) G(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 F, (2.7)
where
$|(z)=b(z) a(|)&a(z) b(|). (2.8)
In view of (2.2), 3 is analytic in some neighbourhood U: of :. If for an
L(F, G )-valued function 3(z) analytic in U: there exists a colligation 2 of
the form (2.1) such that 3(z)=32(z) for all z in U: , then this colligation
is called a realization of 3. Together with 3 defined by (2.7) we consider
the L(G, F )-valued function 3 (z) given by
3 (z)=3 2(z)=H*+$:(z) F*(a(z) A*&b(z) B*)&1 G*, (2.9)
which is the characteristic function of the so-called adjoint colligation
2*=(:, \, H, G, F, A*, B*, H*, F*, G*). (2.10)
The next lemma follows directly from the definitions.
Lemma 2.1. The colligation (2.1) is isometric (coisometric) if and only
if the adjoint colligation (2.10) is coisometric (isometric, respectively).
Moreover, 2 is minimal if and only if 2* is minimal.
We associate with 3 the kernels
_3(z, |)=
IG&3(z) 3(|)*
\|(z)
, _3 (z, |)=
IF&3 (z) 3 (|)*
\|(z)
(2.11)
with values in L(G) and L(F), respectively, and the kernel
D3(z, |)=\
_3(z, |)
3 (z)&3(|)*
.|(z)
3(z)&3 (|)*
.|(z)
_3 (z, w) + (2.12)
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with values in L(GF), where
.|(z)=b(z) a(|)*&a(z) b(|)*. (2.13)
Lemma 2.2 [1]. Let 2 be a colligation of the form (2.1), and let 3 and
3 be the functions given by (2.7) and (2.9), respectively.
(i) If 2 is isometric then
_3 (z, |)=F*(a(z)* A&b(z)* B)&* (a(|)* A&b(|)* B)&1 F. (2.14)
(ii) If 2 is coisometric then
_3(z, |)=G(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 (a(|) A&b(|) B)&* G*. (2.15)
(iii) If 2 is unitary then
D3(z, |)=\ G(a(z) A&b(z) B
&1
F*(a(z)* A&b(z)* B)&*+
_((a(|) A&b(|) B)&* G*, (a(|)* A&b(|)* B)&1 F ).
(2.16)
In the following we denote by ind\ H the dimension of the space H\
in a fundamental decomposition H=H++H& of the Kre@$ n space H, and
by, for example, sq&(_3)(sq+(_3)) the number of negative (positive,
respectively) squares of the kernel _3 .
Lemma 2.3 [1]. Let 2 be an isometric (coisometric or unitary) colliga-
tion and let 3=32 be its characteristic function. Then
(i) ind\ Hsq\(_3 )(ind\ Hsq\(_3) or ind\ Hsq\(D3),
respectively);
(ii) if the colligation is minimal then in (i) equality prevails.
Theorem 2.4. Let 3 belong to Sk:( \, F, G), where \ is of the form (1.1)
and F, G are two Pontryagin spaces with ind& F=ind& G. Then 3 can be
uniquely extended to an element of Sk( \, F, G).
Proof. We take ; in such that (ba)$ (;){0. Then ba is a one-to-one
holomorphic map from a neighbourhood U; of ; (which we choose
included in U:) into D. We call , the inverse map ,:(ba)(U;)  U; and
introduce the function M by
M(z)=3(,(z)), z #
b
a
(U;)/D. (2.17)
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Then the kernel
_M(z, |)=
IG&M(z) M(|)*
1&z|*
(2.18)
has k1k (and, in fact, as we will see, k1=k) negative squares in
(ba)(U;).
Let F=F+F& and G=G+G& be fundamental decompositions of
the Pontryagin spaces F and G, and let
M(z)=\M11M21
M12
M22+ (z): \
F+
F&+ \
G+
G&+
be the corresponding block decomposition of M. By hypothesis, dim F&=
dim G&<. Therefore M22 is invertible in D with the possible exception
of a finite number of points (see [4]), and we can define the
PotapovGinzburg transform
7(z)=\M11&M12M
&1
22 M21
&M&122 M21
M12M&122
M&122 + (z): \
F+
G&+ \
G+
F&+ . (2.19)
Let M1=F+G& and M2=G+F& be the Hilbert spaces with inner
products [ , ]M1=[ , ]F+&[ , ]G& and [ , ]M2=[ , ]G+&[ , ]F& , respec-
tively, and let 7_ denote the adjoint of 7 with respect to the Hilbert space
inner products on M1 and M2 . It is straightforward to verify that
IG+F&&7(z) 7(|)
_
1&z|*
=\&I0
M12(z) M&122 (z)
M&122 (z) + _M(z, |) \
&I
0
M12(|) M&122 (|)
M&122 (|) +
*
and, hence, the kernel on the left-hand side of this equality has k1 negative
squares in (ba)(U;) (from which maybe have been removed the zeroes of
det M22(z)). By a result of Kre@$ n and Langer [17] (see also [14]) 7 has
a (unique) meromorphic extension to D with the same number of negative
squares. From (2.19) we have that
M(z)=\711&7127
&1
22 721
&7&122 721
7127&122
7&122 + (z)
which leads to a (unique) extension of M to all of D such that
sq&(_M(z, |))=k1 for z, | # (ba)(U;). Using (2.17) we set
3(z)=M \ba (z)+ (2.20)
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and this formula gives the required extension of 3 to all of 0+ . From
(2.11), (2.18) we obtain that sq&(_3(z, |))=k1 for z, | # 0+. Since _3 has
kk1 negative squares on U:/0+ , it follows that k1=k.
The uniqueness of the extension of 3 follows from (2.20): If 31 and 32 are
two meromorphic extensions of 3 to 0+ , then in a neighborhood of :,
3(z)=M1 \ba (z)+=M2 \
b
a
(z)+
from which it follows that M1=M2 in a neighborhood of (ba)(:) and
hence in all of D by uniqueness of the extension of M. This ends the proof
of the theorem. K
Let 3 be in Sk:( \, F, G), and assume that it is extended to all of 0+
according to (2.17). We define the associated function 3 by
3 (z)=\M \b(z)*a(z)*++
*
, z # 0+. (2.21)
It is easy to verify that (2.21) coincides with (2.9) in a neighborhood of :.
As a corollary of Theorem 2.4 we obtain the following.
Theorem 2.5. Let F, G be two Pontryagin spaces with the same index
and let 3 belong to Sk:( \, F, G), so that sq&(_3(z, |))=k for z, | in some
neighbourhood U: . Then the kernels _3 (z, |) and D3(z, |) given by (2.11)
and (2.12), respectively, also have k negative squares for z, | # U: .
The proof is easily obtained from the corresponding fact for \|(z)=
1&z|*, 0+=D, and :=0, which was considered in [4], and to which
the general case can be reduced via (2.20) and (2.21).
For the next lemma we need the following definition. Let G be a Kre@$ n
space and let K(z, w) be an L(G)-valued function defined for z, w in some
set U. It is said to have V k negative squares if K(z, |)=K(|, z)* and if,
for every positive integer n, every choice of z1 , ..., zn in U, and g1 , ..., gn in
F, the n_n hermitian matrix with i, j entry [K(zi , zj ) gi , gj ]G has at most
k strictly negative eigenvalues and exactly k such eigenvalues for some
choice of n, z1 , ..., zn , g1 , ..., gn . We will use the notation k=V sq&(K ).
Lemma 2.6. Let _3(z, |) be the kernel defined by (2.11) for z, | # 0+
and let s3 (z, |) be defined by
s3 (z, |)=
IG&3(|)* 3(z)
\|(z)
. (2.22)
Then sq&(_3(z, |))=k in 0+ if and only if V sq&(s3 (z, |))=k in 0+.
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Proof. On the set 0+ we introduce the following symmetry relation: a
point z^ will be called .-symmetric to z # 0+ if .z(z^)=0 (where . is a func-
tion defined by (2.13)), i.e., if
b(z)*
a(z)*
=
b(z^)
a(z^)
. (2.23)
Since z # 0+ , then |b(z^)|<|a(z^)| and z^ # 0+. Then, z= z^^, z # O . In the
representation (1.1) of \, one can choose a and b so that there is an open
set O/0+ for which O=O . From (2.23) we obtain that
\z^(|^)=
a(|^) a(z^)*
a(|)* a(z)
\|(z) (2.24)
and it follows from (2.9) and (2.21) that for z # O,
3 (z^)=3(z)*. (2.25)
Substituting (2.24) and (2.25) into (2.22) and taking into account (2.11) we
obtain that
s3 (z, |)=
a(|^) a(z^)*
a(|)* a(z)
IG&3 (|^) 3 (z^)*
\z^(|^)
=
a(|^)
a(|)*
_3 (|^, z^)
a(z^)*
a(z)
and since |^, z^ vary in O, the required assertion follows from Theorem 2.5. K
Remark 2.7. The function .|(z) in (2.13) depends on the representa-
tion (1.1) of \|(z): If \|(z)=c(z) c(|)*&d(z) d(|)* is another representa-
tion of \, then in general (see (1.3))
d(z) c(|)*&c(z) d(|)*{b(z) a(|)*&a(z) b(|)*.
Similarly, d(z)c(z) is not necessarily equal to b(z)a(z). Hence the function
3 and the kernels _3 and D3 depend on the representation of \.
Nevertheless, Theorem 2.5 holds for all these kernels as the kernel _3 does
not depend on the representation of \.
We conclude that for every 3 # Sk:( \, F, G) there exists a reproducing
kernel Pontryagin space P(3) with reproducing kernel _3 and two
reproducing kernel Pontryagin spaces P(3 ), D(3) with reproducing ker-
nels _3 and D3 depending on the representation (1.1) of \. In view of
Theorem 2.4 the functions in these spaces have unique meromorphic exten-
sions to 0+. Hence P(3), P(3 ), and D(3) depend on the choice of the
point : only in that their elements are restrictions of these extended
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functions to a neighborhood of :. In the next two sections we show that
these spaces provide state spaces for coisometric, isometric, and unitary
realizations of 3.
3. Isometric and Coisometric Realizations
Let F and G be two Pontryagin spaces with the same index. In this sec-
tion we prove that every element in Sk:( \, F, G) admits isometric and
coisometric realizations. We begin with some preliminary lemmas. The first
one is well known; for completeness we provide a proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let H and K be two Pontryagin spaces with the same
index. Let R be a linear subset of the Cartesian product H_K such that
(i) dom R=[h # H | [h, k] # R for some k # K] is dense in H,
(ii) [h, h]H=[k, k]K for every pair [h, k] # R.
Then the closure of R in the orthogonal sum HK is the graph of an
isometry V # L(H, K). In particular, Vh=k for all [h, k] # R.
Proof. Set { :=ind& H=ind& K. On account of (i), dom R contains
a { dimensional negative subspace. By (ii) ran R :=[k # K | [h, k] # R for
some h # H] has the same property and K=ran RH0 , orthogonal sum,
where H0 is a Hilbert subspace of K.
Let h # H. Then there exist sequences hn # dom R and kn # K such that
[hn , kn] # R and hn  h as n  . It follows from (ii) that
[kn&km , kn&km]K=[hn&hm , hn&hm]H  0, n, m  .
The polarization formula applied to the equality in (ii) yields
[kn , g]K=[hn , f ]H  [hn , f ]H , n  ,
for all g in the dense set ran RH0 , g=gr+g0 , gr # ran R, g0 # H0 , where
we choose f such that [ f, gr] # R and f=0 if g0=0. Now, as is well known
(see [16, Theorem 2.4, p. 18]) a sequence [hn] in a Pontryagin space is a
Cauchy sequence if and only if
[hn&hm , hn&hm]H  0, n, m  ,
and [hn , k]H is a Cauchy sequence of complex numbers for each k in some
total subset of H. Thus, the sequence kn is a Cauchy sequence and since
a Pontryagin space is complete, kn  k for some k # K. It is readily seen
that [h, h]H=[k, k]K , [h, f ]H=[k, g]K for all [ f, g] # R and that the
mapping which assigns to h # H the element k # K is the mapping V of the
lemma. K
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In the following lemma we select a special representation of the function
\ which is used in the proof of the realization theorem below.
Lemma 3.2. Let \|(z) and $|(z) be the functions defined by (1.1) and
(2.8), respectively; let : be a point in 0+ and let c, d be the functions given
by
c(z)=
\:(z)
- \:(:)
, d(z)=
$:(z)
- \:(:)
. (3.1)
Then the function 3 and the kernels _3 and D3 built from 3 and the func-
tions c and d coincide with the function 3 and the kernels _3 and D3 built
from 3 and a and b, respectively. Moreover, d(:)=0, c(:)=- \:(:), and
\|(z)=c(z) c(|)*&d(z) d(|)*, (3.2)
$|(z)=d(z) c(|)&c(z) d(|), (3.3)
.|(z)=d(z) c(|)*&c(z) d(|)*. (3.4)
Proof. The values c(:) and d(:) are computed from (1.1) and (2.8).
Furthermore, the matrix U in (1.3) is equal to
1
- a(:)2&b(:)2 \
a(:)
&b(:)
&b(:)
a(:) + .
Since the entries of U are real, it is readily verified that
U \01
&1
0 + U*=\
0
1
&1
0 + ,
and therefore (3.4) holds. From (1.1), (2.8) we obtain the identities
\:(z) \:(|)*&$:(z) $:(|)*=\:(:) \|(z),
$:(z) \:(|)&$:(|) \:(z)=\:(:) \|(z)
which imply (3.2), (3.3).
Assume that 3 has the representation (2.20) and denote by { the
Moebius transform {(z)=(z+(ba)(:))(1+z(ba)(:)). Then 3(z)=
M({(d(z)c(z))). Thus the functions 3 1 and 3 2 built from 3 and the pairs
a, b and c, d as in (2.21) are equal to
3 1(z)=M \b(z)*a(z)*+
*
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and
3 2(z)=\M \{ \d(z)*c(z)*+++
*
,
respectively. These two expressions are equal since { has real coefficients
and so satisfies ({(z*))*={(z). The remaining statements concerning the
kernels are easily obtained. K
Theorem 3.3. Let F and G be two Pontryagin spaces with the same
index, let 3 be in Sk:( \, F, G) and let P(3) be the reproducing kernel
Pontryagin space with reproducing kernel _3 . Then the formulas
A_3( } , |) g=
b(|)* _3( } , |)&b(:) _3( } , :)
$:(|)*
g, (3.5)
B_3( } , |) g=
a(|)* _3( } , |)&a(:) _3( } , :)
$:(|)*
g, (3.6)
G_3( } , |) g=
3(|)*&3(:)*
$:(|)*
g, (3.7)
Fg=_3( } , :) g, (3.8)
Hg=3(:)* g, (3.9)
where g # G and | # U: , uniquely define operators A, B # L(P(3)),
G # L(P(3), F ), F # L(G, P(3)), and H # L(G, F ). They satisfy
a(:) A&b(:) B=IP(3) (3.10)
and
(Ah)(z)=
a(z)
\:(z)
h(z)&
b(:)
\:(z)
3(z) Gh, (3.11)
(Bh)(z)=
b(z)
\:(z)
h(z)&
a(:)
\:(z)
3(z) Gh. (3.12)
where h # P(3).
Their adjoints are given by
(A*h)(z)=
b(z) h(z)&b(:) h(:)
$:(z)
, (3.13)
(B*h)(z)=
a(z) h(z)&a(:) h(:)
$:(z)
, (3.14)
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(G*f )(z)=
3(z)&3(:)
$:(z)
f, (3.15)
F*h=h(:), (3.16)
H*f=3(:) f, (3.17)
where h # P(3), f # F, and z # U: .
The operators defined in (3.13) and (3.14) are introduced in [7], where
by different methods it is shown that A* and B* are bounded operators on
P(3). Note that Theorem 3.3 for the case F and G are Hilbert spaces is
given in [1]. We will refer to some results from [1] which still hold for the
present situation.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The operator H given by (3.9) is obviously
bounded. The operator F is everywhere defined. To prove that it is
bounded it is thus enough to show that it is closed. Let gn be a sequence
of elements in G such that
1. the sequence Fgn converges to u # P(3).
2. the sequence gn converges to g # G.
Then for h # G and w # U: ,
[Fg&u, _3( } , w) h]P(3)= lim
n  
[Fg&Fgn , _3( } , w) h]P(3)
= lim
n  
[_3( } , :)(g&gn), _3( } , w) h]P(3)
= lim
n  
[_3(w, :)(g&gn), h]G
=0,
and thus Fg=u and F is closed.
Let c, d be functions given by (3.1). We introduce finite sums
S(g|)=:
|
_3( } , |) g| ,
Sc(g|)=:
|
c(|)* _3( } , |)&c(:) _3( } , :)
d(|)*
g| ,
Sr(g|)=:
|
3(|)*&3(:)*
d(|)*
g| ,
where g| # G and the finitely many |'s are in U: . Note that the first two
sums belong to P(3) and the set P0=[S(g|), g| # G] is dense in P(3).
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In (P(3)G)_(P(3)F) we define the linear subset
R={{\S(g|)g + , \
Sc(g|)+c(:) _3( } , :) g
Sr(g|)+3(:)* g += , g| , g # G= .
We show that R is isometric, i.e., [U1 , U2]P(3) G=[V1 , V2]P(3) F for
[U1 , V1], [U2 , V2] # R. So, we have to check that
[S(g|), S(hz)]P(3)+[g, h]G
=[Sc(g|)+c(:) _3( } , :) g, Sc(hz)+c(:) _3( } , :) h]P(3)
+[Sr(g|)+3(:)* g, Sr(hz)+3(:)* h]F .
The left-hand side of this equality can be rewritten as
:
|, z
[_3(z, |) g| , hz]G+[g, h]G .
The right-hand side can be rewritten as
:
|, z
1
d(|)* d(z)
[[c(|)* c(z) _3(z, |) g| , hz]G&[c(:) c(z) _3(z, :) g| , hz]G
&[c(:) c(|)* _3(:, |) g| , hz]G+[c(:)2 _3(:, :) g| , hz]G
+[(3(z)&3(:))(3(|)*&3(:)*) g| , hz]G]
+:
|
1
d(|)*
[[c(:) c(|)* _3(:, |) g| , h]G&[c(:)2 _3(:, :) g| , h]G
+[3(:)(3(|)*&3(:)*) g| , h]G]
+:
z
1
d(z)
[[c(:) c(z) _3(z, :) g, hz]G&[c(:)2 _3(:, ) g, hz]G
+[(3(z)&3(:)) 3(:)* g, hz]G]+[c(:)2 _3(:, :) g, h]G
+[3(:) 3(:)* g, h]G .
Since c(:)2=\:(:) and \:(z)=c(:) c(z), the difference between the right-
hand side and the left-hand side is equal to
:
|, z
1
d(|)* d(z)
[[(I&3(z) 3(|)*) g| , hz]G&[(I&3(z) 3(:)*) g| , hz]G
&[(I&3(:) 3(|)*) g| , hz]G&[(I&3(:) 3(:)*) g| , hz]G
+[(3(z)&3(:))(3(|)*&3(:)*) g| , hz]G]
+:
|
1
d(|)*
[[(I&3(:) 3(|)*) g| , h]G&[(I&3(:) 3(:)*) g| , h]G
+[(3(:)(3(|)*&3(:)*) g| , h]G]
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+:
z
1
d(z)
[[(I&3(z) 3(:)*) g, hz]G&[(I&3(:) 3(:)*) g, hz]G
+[(3(z)&3(:)) 3(:)* g, hz]G]
which is easily seen to be zero. So, R is an isometric linear subset.
Evidently dom R is dense in P(3)G and by Lemma 3.1 the closure
of R in (P(3)G)_(P(3)F ) is the graph of an isometric operator
V # L(P(3)G, P(3)F) such that
V \S(g|)g +=\
Sc(g|)+c(:) _3( } , :) g
Sr(g|)+3(:)* g + . (3.18)
Comparing (3.18) with (3.8), (3.9), we conclude that V admits the
decomposition
V=\CG
c(:) F
H + , (3.19)
where F, H are the operators defined by (3.8), (3.9), and
C=PP(3)V |P(3) , G =PFV |P(3) , (3.20)
where PP(3) and PF denote the orthogonal projections from P(3)F
onto P(3) and F, respectively.
From (3.18), (3.19) we see how C and G act on the dense subset P0 of
P(3):
C(S(g|))=Sc(g|), G (S(g|))=Sr(g|). (3.21)
In particular, for all g # G and | # U: ,
C_3( } , |) g=
c(|)* _3( } , |)&c(:) _3( } , :)
d(|)*
g, (3.22)
G _3( } , |) g=
3(|)*&3(:)*
d(|)*
g=- \:(:)
3(|)*&3(:)*
$:(|)*
g. (3.23)
Comparing (3.23) with (3.7) and taking into account the density of P0 we
conclude that (3.7) uniquely defines a bounded operator G # L(P(3), F )
and G=G - \:(:) (where G is the operator in (3.20)). Using this operator
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G we can find a direct formula for the operator C. Namely, we show that
for every h(z) # P(3),
(Ch)(z)=
$:(z)
\:(z)
h(z)&
\:(:)
\:(z)
3(z) Gh. (3.24)
We first check (3.24) for h of the form h(z)=_3(z, |) g with g # G, | # U: .
Indeed, from (3.7), (1.4), and \:(z) \:(|)*&$:(z) $:(|)*=\:(:) \|(z), we
obtain that
$:(z)
\:(z)
_3(z, |) g&
\:(:)
\:(z)
3(z) G_3(z, |) g
=
$:(z)
\:(z)
_3(z, |) g+
\:(:)
\:(z) $:(|)*
((I&3(z) 3(|)*)
&(I&3(z) 3(:)*)) g
=\$:(z)\:(z)+
\:(:) \|(z)
\:(z) $:(|)*+ _3(z, |) g&
\:(:)
$:(|)*
_3(z, :) g
=
\:(|)*
$:(|)*
_3(z, |) g&
\:(:)
$:(|)*
_3(z, :) g
=
c(|)* _3(z, |)&c(:) _3(z, :)
d(|)*
g=C_3(z, |) g.
Using the last computation and taking into account (3.21) we check in the
same way that (3.24) still holds for all h # P0 (i.e., for all h of the form
h=S(g|)). Since P0 is dense in P(3), then using approximation arguments
as in [1] we conclude that (3.24) holds for all h # P(3).
Consider now the operators A, B # L(P(3)) given by
A=
a(:)
\:(:)
IP(3)+
b(:)
\:(:)
C, (3.25)
B=
b(:)
\:(:)
IP(3)+
a(:)
\:(:)
C. (3.26)
Using the identities
a(:) $:(|)*+b(:) \:(|)*=b(|)* \:(:), (3.27)
a(:) \:(|)*+b(:) $:(|)*=a(|)* \:(:) (3.28)
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and taking into account (3.22) and (3.1)(3.3) we obtain from (3.25), (3.26)
that
A_3( } , |) g=
a(:)
\:(:)
_3( } , |) g+
b(:)
\:(:)
c(|)* _3( } , |)&c(:) _3( } , :)
d(|)*
g
=
a(:)
\:(:)
_3( } , |) g+
b(:)
\:(:)
\:(|)* _3( } , |)&\:(:) _3( } , :)
$:(|)*
g
=
b(|)* _3( } , |)&b(:) _( } , :)
$:(|)*
g, (3.29)
B_3( } , |) g=
b(:)
\:(:)
_3( } , |) g+
a(:)
\:(:)
c(|)* _3( } , |)&c(:) _3( } , :)
d(|)*
g
=
b(:)
\:(:)
_3( } , |) g+
a(:)
\:(:)
\:(|)* _3( } , |)&\:(:) _3( } , :)
$:(|)*
g
=
a(|)* _3( } , |)&a(:) _( } , :)
$:(|)*
g. (3.30)
Comparing (3.29), (3.30) with (3.5), (3.6) we conclude that (3.5), (3.6)
uniquely define bounded operators A, B # L(P(3)) introduced by (3.25),
(3.26). Furthermore, substituting (3.24) into (3.25), (3.26) and using (3.27),
(3.28) we obtain that for every h # P(3),
(Ah)(z)=\ a(:)\:(:)+
b(:)
\:(:)
$:(z)
\:(z)+ h(z)&
b(:)
\:(z)
3(z) Gh
=
a(z)
\:(z)
h(z)&
b(:)
\:(:)
3(z) Gh,
(Bh)(z)=\ b(:)\:(:)+
a(:)
\:(:)
$:(z)
\:(z)+ h(z)&
a(:)
\:(z)
3(z) Gh
=
b(z)
\:(z)
h(z)&
a(:)
\:(:)
3(z) Gh,
which prove (3.11), (3.12). The equality (3.10) follows immediately from
(3.25), (3.26). For the computations of the adjoint operators A*, B*, G*,
F*, and H* we refer to [1]. K
In the proof of the Hilbert space version of Theorem 3.3 in [1] the linear
subset R was more complicated and to prove that it defined bounded
operators required certain inequalities which we could not obtain in the
present indefinite case. The special choice of the representation of \ in
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Lemma 3.2 made it possible to work with a simplified linear subset R and
to avoid using inequalities.
Remark 3.4. Let A, B, G, F, and H be operators defined by (3.5)(3.9).
Then,
\ A*b(:) F*
0
I+\
A
0
b(:) F
I +=\
B*
a(:) F*
G*
H*+\
B
G
a(:) F
H + . (3.31)
Proof. Since the operator V defined by (3.18) is isometric, V*V=IP(3) G .
Substituting into the last equality the decomposition (3.19) we obtain
C*C+G *G =IP(3) , c(:) F*C=&H*G , (3.32)
and
\:(:) F*F+H*H=IG . (3.33)
It follows immediately from (3.25), (3.26), and (3.1) that
A*A&B*B=
1
\:(:)
(I&C*C ), b(:) A&a(:) B=&C. (3.34)
Furthermore, we obtain from (3.7) and (3.23) that
G =- \:(:) G=c(:) G. (3.35)
Substituting (3.34), (3.35) into (3.32) we get that
A*A&B*B=G*G, F*(b(:) A&a(:) A&a(:) B)=H*G (3.36)
which, together with (3.33), imply (3.31). K
Lemma 3.5. The operator a(|) A*&b(|) B* is invertible for every
| # U: and its inverse is given by
((a(|) A*&b(|) B*)&1 h)(z)=
$:(z) h(z)&$:(|) h(|)
$|(z)
. (3.37)
The proof follows immediately from (3.13) and (3.14); see [1, Lemma 3.2].
Theorem 3.6. Let 3 belong to Sk:( \, F, G ), where F and G are
Pontryagin spaces with the same index. Let P(3) be the reproducing kernel
Pontryagin space with reproducing kernel _3(z, |), and let A, B, G, F, and
H be the operators described in Theorem 3.3. Then the colligation
2=(:, \, P(3), F, G, A*, B*, H*, F*, G*) (3.38)
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is coisometric and closely outerconnected, and 32=3 on U: . If the
colligation
21=(:, \, K, F, G, A1*, B1*, H1*, F1*, G1*)
has the same properties, then
H1=H, WF1=F, G1=GW, WB1=BW, WA1=AW,
where W : K  P(3) is the unitary mapping which assigns to each k # K the
function
(Wk)(z)=F1*(a(z) A1*&b(z) B1*)&1 k.
Proof. It follows from (3.31) that the colligation 2 defined by (3.38) is
coisometric. It follows from (3.5), (3.6) that for every choice of g # G and
| # U: ,
(a(|)* A&b(|)* B) _3( } .|) g=_3( } , :) g,
which, together with (3.8), implies
(a(|)* A&b(|)* B)&1 Fg=_3( } .|) g.
The inverse on the left-hand side exists for every | # U: because of
Lemma 3.5. Since the set P0=[| _3( } .|) g| , g # G] is dense in P(3), we
obtain that

w # U:
ran(a(|)* A&b(|)* B)&1 F=P(3)
which proves that the colligation (3.28) is closely outerconnected. By
(3.37), (3.15), and (3.16), we have that for arbitrary f # F and z # U: ,
32(z) f=(H*+$:(z) F*(a(z) A*&b(z) B*)&1 G*) f
=3(:) f+$:(z) F* \3(z)&3(|)$|(z) f +
=3(:) f+$:(z)
3(z)&3(:)
$:(z)
f=3(z) f,
which yields 32=3 on U: .
The essential uniqueness of 2 is proved as in [1]. K
Corollary 3.7. Let 3 belong to Sk:( \, F, G ), where F and G are
Pontryagin spaces with the same index. Then there exists a closely innercon-
nected isometric colligation 2 of the form (2.1) such that 3(z)=32(z) for
all z # U: .
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Proof. Since 3 # Sk:( \, F, G ), Theorem 3.3 implies that 3 admits a
representation
3(z)=H*+$:(z) F*(a(z) A*&b(z) B*)&1 G*.
By Lemma 2.5, 3 can be written as
3 (z)=H+$:(z) G(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 F,
and by Theorem 2.6, 3 # Sk:( \, F, G ). Replacing in Theorems 3.3 and 3.6
and in their proofs 3 by 3 and interchanging F and G we obtain that
(i) the formulas,
A _3 ( } , |) f=
b(|)* _3 ( } , |)&b(:) _3 ( } , :)
$:(|)*
f,
B _3 ( } , |) f=
a(|)* _3 ( } , |)&a(:) _3 ( } , :)
$:(|)*
f,
G _3 ( } , |) f=
3 (|)*&3 (:)*
$:(|)*
f,
F f=_3 ( } , :) f, H f=3 (:)* f, f # F,
uniquely define bounded operators A , B # L(P(3 )), G # L(P(3 ), G ),
F # L(F, P(3 )), and H # L(F, G );
(ii) the colligation 2=(:, \, P(3 ), F, G, A , B , H , G , F ) is isometric
and closely innerconnected;
(iii) 3(z)=32(z) for all z # U: . K
4. Unitary Realization
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let 3 belong to Sk:( \, F, G), where F and G are Pontryagin
spaces with the same index. Then there exists a closely connected unitary
colligation 2 of the form (2.1):
2=(:, \, D(3), F, G, A, B, H, G, F ), (4.1)
such that 3(z)=32(z) for all z # U: .
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Recall that the function \ is determined by functions a and b and that,
by Lemma 3.2, we may everywhere replace these functions by
c(z)=
\:(z)
- \:(:)
, d(z)=
$:(z)
- \:(:)
, (4.2)
respectively. Thus, for example, the kernel D3 can be written as
D3(z, |)=\
_3(z, |)
3 (z)&3(|)*
d(z) c(|)*&c(z) d(|)*
3(z)&3 (|)*
d(z) c(|)*&c(z) d(|)*
_3 (z, |) + , (4.3)
and we have that sq&(D3(z, |))=k for z, | # U: . In the next lemma we
introduce some auxiliary operators.
Lemma 4.2. Let 3 belong to Sk:( \, F, G ), where F and G are Pontryagin
spaces with the same index, and let D(3) be the reproducing kernel
Pontryagin space with reproducing kernel D3 defined in (4.3). Then the
formulas
CD3( } , |) \gf+=D3( } , |) \
d(|)*
c(|)*
g
c(|)*
d(|)*
f+
&D3( } , :) \
0
c(:)
d(|)*
f+
c(:)
c(|)*
3(|)* g+ , (4.4)
G D3( } , |) \gf+=
3 (|)*&3(:)
d(|)*
f+
IG&3(:) 3(|)*
c(|)*
g, (4.5)
Ff=D3( } , :) \0f+ , Hf=3(:) f, (4.6)
where f # F, g # G, and | # U: , uniquely define bounded operators C # L(D(3)),
G # L(D(3), G ), F # L(F, D(3)), H # L(F, G ). Their adjoints are given by
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C*D3( } , |) \gf+=D3( } , |) \
c(|)*
d(|)*
g
d(|)*
c(|)*
f+
&D3( } , :) \
c(:)
d(|)*
g+
c(:)
c(|)*
3 (|)* f
0 + (4.7)
G *g=c(:) D3( } , :) \g0+ , F* \
k
h+=h(:),
H*g=3(:)* g=3 (:) g, (4.8)
where f # F, g # G, ( kh) # D(3), and | # U: . The operator
U=\CG
F
H+ : \
D(3)
F + \
D(3)
G + , (4.9)
where F =c(:) F is unitary and for z # 0+ ,
3(z)=H+$:(z) G ( \:(z) ID(3)&$:(z) C )&1 F .
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we consider finite sums over
| # U: of the form
D \g|f|+=:| D3( } , |) \
g|
f|+ , (4.10)
Dc \g|f|+=:| D3( } , |) \
d(|)*
c(|)*
g|
c(|)*
d(|)*
f|+
&D3( } , :) \
0
c(:)
d(|)*
f|+
c(:)
c(|)*
3(|)* g|+ , (4.11)
and
Dr \g|f|+=:|
3 (|)*&3(:)
d(|)*
f|+
IG&3(:) 3(|)*
c(|)*
g| , (4.12)
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where f| # F, g| # G and we show that the linear subset R/(D(3)F )_
(D(3)G ) defined by
R={{\
D \g|f|+
f + , \
Dc \g|f|++c(:) Ff
Dr \g|f|++Hf += ; \g|f|+ # \GF+ , f # F=
is isometric; i.e., we have that for ( g|f|), (
g z
f z) # (
G
F) and f, h # F,
_D \g|f|+ , D \
gz
fz+&D(3)+[ f, h]F
=_Dc \g|f|++c(:) Ff, Dc \
gz
fz++c(:) Fh&D(3)
+_Dr \g|f|++Hf, Dr \
gz
fz++Hh&G . (4.13)
Indeed, using (4.3) and (4.10)(4.12), we obtain
_D \g|f|+ , D \
gz
fz+&D(3)&_Dc \
g|
f|+ , Dc \
gz
fz+&D(3)
= :
z, | {_\D3(z, |)&\
d(z)
c(z)
0
0
c(z)
d(z)+ D3(z, |)
_\
d(|)*
c(|)*
0
0
c(|)*
d(|)*++ \g|f|+ , \gzfz+&D(3)
+c(:) _\
d(z)
c(z)
0
0
c(z)
d(z)+ D3(z, :) \
0
3(|)*
c(|)*
0
I
d(|)*+ \g|f|+ , \gzfz+&D(3)
+c(:) _\
0
0
3(z)
c(z)
I
d(z) + D3(:, |) \
d(|)*
c(|)*
0
0
c(|)*
d(|)*+ \g|f|+ , \gzfz+&D(3)
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&c(:)2 _\
3(z)
c(z)
I
d(z)+ _3 (:, :) \3(|)*c(|)* , Id(|)*+\g|f|+ , \gzfz+&D(3)=
= :
z, | _\
I&3(z) 3(:)*
c(z)
}
I&3(:) 3(|)*
c(|)*
3 (z)&3(:)*
d(z)
}
I&3(:) 3(|)*
c(|)*
I&3(z) 3(:)*
c(z)
}
3 (|)*&3(:)
d(|)*
3 (z)&3(:)*
d(z)
}
3 (|)*&3(:)
d(|)* + \g|f|+ , \gzfz+&F  G
= :
z, | _\
I&3(z) 3(:)*
c(z)
3 (z)&3(:)*
d(z) + \I&3(:) 3(|)*c(|)* , 3 (|)*&3(:)d(|)* +
_\g|f|+ , \
gz
fz+&
F  G
= :
z, | _
I&3(:) 3(|)*
c(|)*
g|+
3 (|)*&3(:)
d(|)*
f| ,
I&3(:) 3(z)*
c(z)*
gz
+
3 (z)*&3(:)
d(z)*
fz&G
=_Dr \g|f|+ , Dr \
gz
fz+&G . (4.14)
Furthermore, on account of (4.6), we have that
_Dc \g|f|+ , c(:) Fh&D(3)
=:
| _c(:) D3(:, |) \
d(|)*
c(|)*
g|
c(|)*
d(|)*
f|+&c(:)2 D3(:, :)
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_\
0
f|
d(|)*
+
3(|)* g|
c(|)* + , \0h+&F  G
=:
| _
3(:)*&3(|)*
c(|)*
g|+
I&3(:)* 3 (|)*
d(|)*
f|
+(I&3(:)* 3(:)) \ f|d(|)*+
3(|)* g|
c(|)* + , h&F
=:
| _
I&3(:) 3(|)*
c(|)*
g|+
3 (|)*&3(:)
d(|)*
f| , 3(:) h&G
=_Dr \g|f|+ , Hh&G (4.15)
and
[Hf, Hh]G+c(:)2 [Ff, Fh]D(3)
=[3(:) f, 3(:) h]G+\:(:) _D3( } , :) \0f + , D3( } , :) \
0
h+&D(3)
=[3(:)* 3(:) f, h]F+\:(:)[_3 (:, :) f, h]F=[ f, h]F . (4.16)
Equalities (4.14)(4.16) clearly imply (4.13). So, R is isometric and since
dom R is dense in D(3)F, the closure of R in (D(3)F)_(D(3)G )
is the graph of an isometric operator U such that
U \
D \g|f|+
f +=\
Dc \g|f|++c(:) Ff
Dr \g|f|++Hf + . (4.17)
Therefore, U admits the decomposition (4.9), where F and H are defined
by (4.6) and
C=PD(3)U | D(3) , G =PG U |D(3) (4.18)
are bounded operators in L(D(3)) and L(D(3), G ), respectively, such that
C \D \g|f|++=Dc \
g|
f|+ , G \D \
g|
f|++=Dr \
g|
f|+ .
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Comparing these equations with (4.4), (4.5) and taking into account that
the set D0 of sums D ( g|f|) is dense in D(3) we conclude that formulas (4.4),
(4.5) uniquely define bounded operators C and G (which in fact are given
by (4.18)). The substitution of (4.9) into the equality U*U=I leads to
C*C+G *G =ID(3) , c(:) C*F=&G *H, H*H+C(:)2 F*F=IF .
(4.19)
To show that the operator U is unitary we determine the adjoint operators
C*, G *, F*, and H*. Using the identity
\
d(z)
c(z)
0
0
c(z)
d(z)+ D3(z, |)&D3(z, |) \
c(|)*
d(|)*
0
0
d(|)*
c(|)*+
=\
0
0
c(:)
c(z)
3(z)
c(:)
d(z) + D3(:, |)&D3(z, :) \
c(:)
d(|)*
0
c(:)
c(|)*
3 (|)*
0 +
(4.20)
which holds for all z, | # U: and can be checked by a direct computation,
and, taking into account (4.4), we obtain that
_C*D3( } , |) \g|f|+ , D3( } , z) \
gz
fz+&D(3)
=_D3( } , |) \g|f|+ , \D3( } , z) \
d(z)*
c(z)*
0
0
c(z)*
d(z)*+
&D3( } , :) \
0
c(:)
c(z)*
3(z)*
0
c(:)
d(z)*++ \gzfz+&D(3)
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=_\\
d(z)
c(z)
0
0
c(z)
d(z)+ D3(z, |)&\
0
0
c(:)
c(z)
3(z)
c(:)
d(z) + D3(:, |)+
_\g|f|+ , \
gz
fz+&
F  G
=_\D3(z, |) \
c(|)*
d(|)*
0
0
d(|)*
c(|)*+
&D3(z, :) \
c(:)
d(|)*
0
c(:)
d(|)*
3 (|)*
0 ++ \g|f|+ , \gzfz+&
F  G
=_D3( } , |) \
c(|)*
d(|)*
g|
d(|)*
c(|)*
f|+&D3( } , :) \
c(:)
d(|)*
g|+
c(:)
c(|)*
3 (|)* f|
0 + ,
_D3( } , z) \gzfz+&
D(3)
which proves (4.7). The equalities
_G *g, D3( } , z) \gzfz+&D(3)=_g,
3 (z)*&3(:)
d(z)*
fz+
IG&3(:) 3(z)*
c(z)*
gz&G
=_3 (z)&3(:)*d(z) g, fz&F
+_IG&3(z) 3(:)*c(z) g, gz&G
=_c(:) D3(z, :) \g0+ , \
gz
fz+&F  G
=_c(:) D3( } , :) \g0+ , D3( } , z) \
gz
fz+&D(3)
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and
_F* \kh+ , f&F=_\
k
h+ , D3 \
0
f +&D(3)=[h(:), f ]F
imply the two first equalities from (4.8). The last one follows immediately
from (4.6). As in (4.14)(4.16) we obtain with the help of (4.7), (4.8), and
(4.3) that
CC*+\:(:) FF*=ID(3) , CG *=&c(:) FH*, G G *+HH*=IG
(4.21)
which imply that UU*=ID(3) G . So, U is unitary. From (3.2), (3.3), and
(4.4) it follows that
1
c(:)2
( \:(|)* ID(3)&$:(|)* C ) D3( } , |) \0f +=D3( } , :) \
0
f +
and, hence,
$:(|)* ( \:(|)* ID(3)&$:(|)* C )&1 c(:) D3( } , :) \0f +
=d(|)* D3( } , |) \0f + .
Using (4.5), (4.6), and the definition of F , we get that
H+$:(|)* ( \:(|)* ID(3)&$:(g|)* C )&1 F =3 (|)*
and, hence, by (2.7) and (2.9) we obtain the desired realization of 3. K
Remark 4.3. The linear operator C # L(D(3)) defined in (4.4) (or
(4.18)) and its adjoint can be expressed as
(Ch)(z)=\
c(z)
d(z)
0
0
d(z)
c(z)+ h(z)&\
c(:)
d(z)
c(:)
c(z)+ G h, (4.22)
(C*h)(z)=\
d(z)
c(z)
0
0
c(z)
d(z)+ h(z)&\
c(:)
c(z)
3(z)
c(:)
d(z) + G h, (4.23)
where h # D(3).
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Proof. Using the identity
\
c(z)
d(z)
0
0
d(z)
c(z)+ D3(z, |)&D3(z, |) \
d(|)*
c(|)*
0
0
c(|)*
d(|)*+
=\
c(:)
d(z)
c(:)
c(z)
3 (z)
0
0+ D3(:, |)&D3(z, :) \
0
c(:)
c(|)
3(|)*
0
c(:)
d(|)+
(obtained from (4.20) by taking adjoints and interchanging z and w) and
taking into account (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain that
CD3(z, |) \gf +=D3(z, |) \
d(|)*
c(|)*
0
0
c(|)*
d(|)*+ \gf +
&D3(z, :) \
0
c(:)
c(|)*
3(|)*
0
c(:)*
d(|)*+ \gf +
=\
c(z)
d(z)
0
0
d(z)
c(z)+ D3(z, |) \gf +
&\
c(:)
d(z)
c(:)
c(z)
3 (z)
0
0+ D3(:, |) \gf +
=\
c(z)
d(z)
I
0
0
d(z)
c(z)
I+ D3(z, |) \gf +
&\
c(:)
d(z)
I
c(:)
c(z)
3 (z)+ G D3(z, |) \gf +
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which proves (4.22) for all h # D0 . By continuity, (4.22) holds for all
h # D(3). The equality (4.23) can be obtained in the same way by invoking
the identity (4.20). K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let C and G be the operators defined by (4.4),
(4.5), and let A, B # L(D(3)) and G # L(D(3), G ) be the operators defined
by
A=
1
\:(:)
(a(:)* ID(3)+b(:) C ), B=
1
\:(:)
(b(:)* ID(3)+a(:) C ),
(4.24)
and
G=
1
- \:(:)
G . (4.25)
With these operators and operators F and H given by (4.6) we build the
colligation 2 as in (4.1). It follows immediately from (4.24) that
a(:) A&b(:) B=ID(3) , a(|) A&b(|) B=
1
c(:)
(c(|) I&d(|) C),
(4.26)
A*A&B*B=
1
\:(:)
(ID(3)&C*C ),
(4.27)
AA*&BB*=
1
\:(:)
(ID(3)&CC*),
b(:)* A&a(:)* B=&C. (4.28)
Substituting (4.27), (4.28), and (4.25) into (4.19) and (4.21) we obtain the
equalities
AA*&BB*=FF*, (b(:)* A&a(:)* B) G*=FH*,
A*A&B*B=G*G, F*(b(:)* A&a(:)* B)=H*G,
which, together with the equalities
\:(:) GG*+HH*=IG , H*H+\:(:) F*F=IF ,
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mean that operators A, B, G, F, H, G satisfy the conditions (2.3)(2.6) and,
hence, the colligation 2 is unitary. In view of (4.26), (4.7), (4.8), and (4.25),
we have that
(a(|)* A*&b(|)* B*) D3( } , |) \g0+
=
1
c(:)
(c(|)* I&d(|)* C*) D3( } , |) \g0+
=D3( } , :) \g0+=
1
c(:)
G *g=G*g
and, therefore,
(a(|)* A*&b(|)* B*)&1 G*g=D3( } , |) \g0+ . (4.29)
Furthermore, by (4.24) and (3.1)
a(|)* A*&b(|)* B*=
1
c(:)
(c(|)* I&d(|)* C )
and, hence, on account of (4.4) and (4.6), we find that
(a(|)* A&b(|)* B) D3( } , |) \0f +=D3( } , :) \
0
f +=F f.
Therefore,
(a(|)* A&b(|)* B)&1 Ff=D3( } , |) \0f + (4.30)
which, together with (4.29), implies that

z, w # U:
[ran((a(|)* A&b(|)* B)&1 F ), ran((a(z) A&b(z) B)&* G*]
= 
z, w # U:
{{D3( } , |) \0f + , f # F= , {D3( } , |) \
g
0+ , g # G===D(3)
and the colligation is closely connected.
Finally, from (4.30), (4.5), (4.25), (4.6), and Lemma 3.2 we obtain that
(H+$:(|)* G(a(|)* A&b(|)* B)&1 F ) f=3 (|)* f
and, hence, by (2.7) and (2.9), 3=32 . K
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5. Representation of Generalized Schur Pairs
In this section we extend the results of [13] and [2] on Schur pairs to
the present framework with general \ given by (1.1). To begin we introduce
a \-symmetry relation on 0.
Definition 5.1. Two points z, z~ # 0 are called \-symmetric if \z(z~ )=0,
i.e., if
b(z)
a(z)
=
a(z~ )*
b(z~ )*
. (5.1)
Clearly such a symmetry defines a (not necessarily one-to-one) corre-
spondence between 0+ and 0& . Note also that for arbitrary \-symmetric
pairs z, z~ and |, |~ ,
\|(z)=&
a(z) a(|)*
b(z~ )* b(|~ )
, \z~ (|~ )=
a(z)
b(z~ )*
$|(z~ )*. (5.2)
Definition 5.2. Let F and G be Pontryagin spaces with the same index
and let X(z), Y(z) be L(F, G)-valued functions which are meromorphic in
0+ _ 0& . A family of closed linear subsets,
P(z)=[[X(z) f, Y(z) f ], f # F], (5.3)
in G_G is called a generalized Schur pair if
(i) at all points z of holomorphy,
(a(z) X(z)&b(z) Y(z))&1 # L(G, F ) (nondegeneracy) (5.4)
(ii) for all \-symmetric points z, z~ # 0+ _ 0& ,
X(z~ )* X(z)=Y(z~ )* Y(z) (symmetry) (5.5)
and
(iii) the kernel,
_X, Y (z, |)=
X (|)* X(z)&Y(|)* Y(z)
\|(z)
, (5.6)
has V k negative squares on 0+ and on 0& .
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The class of all generalized Schur pairs will be denoted by Pk( \, F, G ).
If the requirements (i)(iii) are fulfilled for all z from some neighbourhood
U: of : # 0+, the pair (5.3) will be said to belong to the class Pk:( \, F, G ).
It is easy to see that two pairs [X(z), Y(z)] and [X1(z), Y1(z)] deter-
mine the same generalized Schur pair if and only if there exists a
meromorphic L(F)-valued function N(z) such that N(z)&1 # L(F ) and
(X1(z), Y1(z))=(X(z), Y(z)) N(z) for all z, where these expressions are
holomorphic. The last condition defines an equivalence relation between
pairs [X(z), Y(z)] of functions X, Y satisfying (5.4)(5.6), and Pk( \, F, G )
can be seen as the set of all equivalence classes. Accordingly, the formula
(5.3) is often written as P(z)=[X(z), Y(z)] and establishes a one-to-one
correspondence between P(z) # Pk( \, F, G ) generated by [X(z), Y(z)]
and the equivalence class containing this pair. In the sequel we make no
distinction between the ordered pair, the equivalence class containing it,
and the corresponding family of linear subsets, and we refer to each of
them as a generalized Schur pair.
Lemma 5.3. Let P(z) belong to Pk( \, F, G )(Pk:( \, F, G )). Then for
every boundedly invertible operator V # L(F, G) there exists an ordered pair
[X(z), Y(z)] satisfying (5.4) and (5.6) such that P(z)=[X(z), Y(z)] and
V=a(z) X(z)&b(z) Y(z) and, hence, for all z # 0+ _ 0& (z # U:),
X(z) V&1Y(z)=Y(z) V&1X(z). (5.7)
Proof. Let [X (z), Y (z)] be an arbitrary representative for P(z). Then
for all z the operator (a(z) X (z)&b(z) Y (z)) # L(F, G ) is boundedly inver-
tible and the function N(z)=(a(z) X (z)&b(z) Y (z))&1 V, as well as its
inverse, are L(F )-valued. Therefore, the pair [X(z), Y(z)] defined by
(X(z), Y(z))=(X (z), Y (z))(a(z) X (z)&b(z) Y (z))&1 V (5.8)
is a representative for P(z) and V=a(z) X(z)&b(z) Y(z). The last equality
implies that X(z)=(b(z) Y(z)+V )a(z) and this readily implies (5.7). K
Theorem 5.4. Let P(z) belong to Pk:( \, F, G ), where F and G are
isomorphic Pontryagin spaces under the isomorphism V # L(F, G).
(i) There exists a unique pair [X(z), Y(z)] satisfying (5.4)(5.6)
such that
P(z)=[X(z), Y(z)]
and
a(z) X(z)&b(z) Y(z)=V. (5.9)
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(ii) There exist a Pontryagin space H with ind& H=ind& F+k,
commuting normal operators A, B # L(H ) with
AA*=BB*, a(:) A&b(:) B=\:(:) IH , (5.10)
and a linear mapping 1 # L(G, H ) with 1*1=IG such that the pair
[X(z), Y(z)] in (i) admits the representation
X(z)=1*A(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1V, (5.11)
Y(z)=1*B(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1V. (5.12)
(iii) The equivalence class P(z) contains a pair [X(z), Y(z)], where
X(z) and Y(z) are analytic in 0+ _ 0& .
Conversely, given Pontryagin spaces H, F, and G with ind& F=
ind& Gind& H and F and G isomorphic under the isomorphism V, and
commuting normal operators A, B # L(H ) satisfying (5.10) and an operator
1 # L(G, H ) with 1*1=IG , the formulas (5.11), (5.12) determine an
element P(z)=[X(z), Y(z)] # Pk$: ( \, F, G ) with k$ind& H&ind& F.
Proof. Since V is unitary, by Lemma 5.3, P(z) is generated by a pair
[X(z), Y(z)] such that
X(z) V&1Y(z)=Y(z) V&1X(z) (5.13)
and (5.9) holds for all z # U: . The uniqueness of such a pair is clear: If also
[X1(z), Y1(z)] generates P(z) and satisfies (5.9) for z # U: , then
(X1(z), Y1(z))=(X(z), Y(z)) N(z)&1 for some L(F )-valued function N(z)
such that N(z)&1 belongs to L(F ) for z # U: . It follows from (5.9) that
V#VN(z) and, hence, N(z)#IF and (X(z), Y(z))=(X1(z), Y1(z)).
To prove (ii) we consider the pair [X (z), Y (z)] defined by
X (z)=
1
\:(:)
(a(:) X(z)&b(:) Y(z)) (5.14)
Y (z)=
1
\:(:)
(a(:) Y(z)&b(:) X(z)). (5.15)
Then
X(z)=a(:) X (z)+b(:) Y (z), Y(z)=b(:) X (z)+a(:) Y (z) (5.16)
and, therefore,
a(z) X(z)&b(z) Y(z)=\:(z) X (z)&$:(z) Y (z). (5.17)
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In view of (5.6), (5.14), (5.15), we have that _X , Y (z, |)=(1\:(:)) _X, Y (z, |)
and, hence, the pair [X (z), Y (z)] belongs to Pk:( \, F, G ). Moreover, it
follows from (5.13)(5.15) that X (z), Y (z) satisfy the condition
X (z) V&1Y (z)=Y (z) V&1X (z). (5.18)
By (5.4), X (z) is boundedly invertible for all z in some neighbourhood
U :/U: of :. Consider the L(G )-valued function 3(z) defined by
3(z)=Y (z) X (z)&1, z # U: . (5.19)
In view of (5.18) 3 admits also the representation
3(z)=VX (z)&1 Y (z) V&1, z # U: . (5.20)
By (5.19), we have that s3 (z, |)=X (|)&* _X Y (z, |) X (z)&1, and there-
fore, by Lemma 2.6, 3 belongs to Sk:( \, G). Theorem 2.4 implies that 3(z)
can be uniquely extended to an element from Sk( \, G ) defined on 0+ ,
and we denote this extension by 3(z) also. Similarly to (5.6) we define the
dual kernel
_~ X, Y (z, |)=
X(z) X(|)*&Y(z) Y(|)*
\|(z)
. (5.21)
Since V is unitary, (5.20) and (5.21) imply that
_~ X , Y (z, |)=X (z) V&1_3(z, |) VX (|)*
and, therefore, sq&(_~ X Y (z, |))=k on 0+. From (5.16) it follows that
_~ X, Y (z, |)=\:(:) _~ X , Y (z, |)
and, therefore, on 0+ ,
sq&(_~ X, Y (z, |))=k. (5.22)
Let D(3) be the reproducing kernel Pontryagin space with reproducing
kernel D3(z, |) defined by (4.3). According to Lemma 4.2 there exists a
unitary operator
U=\CG
F
H + : \
D(3)
G + \
D(3)
G + (5.23)
such that for z # 0+ ,
3(z)=H+$:(z) G ( \:(z) ID(3)&$:(z) C )&1 F . (5.24)
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Let H=D(3)G and let PG denote the orthogonal projection from H
to G. Using the block decomposition (5.23) and taking into account (5.24)
we obtain that for z # 0+ ,
PG( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 |G
=PG \\:(z) ID(3)&$:(z) C&$:(z) G
&$:(z) F
\:(z) IG&$:(z) H+
&1
}G
=( \:(z) IG&$:(z) H&$:(z)2 G ( \:(z) ID(3)&$:(z) C )&1 F )&1
=( \:(z) IG&$:(z) 3(z))&1. (5.25)
Setting 1*=PG (this choice leads to 1*1=IG) and taking into account
(5.19), (5.25), we find that
X (z)( \:(z) X (z)&$:(z) Y (z))&1=( \:(z) IG&$:(z) 3(z))&1
=1*( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 1, (5.26)
Y (z)( \:(z) X (z)&$:(z) Y (z))&1=3(z)( \:(z)&$:(z) 3(z))&1
=1*U( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U)&1 1. (5.27)
In the above computations, as well as in the proof of (5.40) below, we
make use of the fact that the matrix ( AC
B
D), where A, B, C, D are operators
between appropriate spaces and A is supposed invertible, is invertible if
and only if R=D&CA&1B is invertible. Its inverse is then given by
\AC
B
D+
&1
=\A
&1+A&1BR&1A&1
&R&1CA&1
&A&1BR&1
R&1 +
(see [15]).
Substituting (5.17) into (5.26), (5.27) and using (5.16), we obtain that
X(z)(a(z) X(z)&b(z) Y(z))&1
=1*(a(:) IH+b(:) U )( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 1, (5.28)
Y(z)(a(z) X(z)&b(z) Y(z))&1
=1*(b(:) IH+a(:) U )( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 1. (5.29)
Now we define the operators A and B # L(H ) by
A=a(:) IH+b(:) U, B=b(a) IH+a(:) U. (5.30)
These operators evidently commute and are normal and satisfy (5.10) since
U is unitary. Moreover, it follows from (5.30) that
\:(z) IH&$:(z) U=a(z) A&b(z) B. (5.31)
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Substituting (5.30), (5.31) into (5.26), (5.27) and multiplying these last
equations by V on the right, we obtain in view of (5.8) the representa-
tions (5.11), (5.12) for all z # 0+. This gives the required extension of
[X(z), Y(z)] from U : to all of 0+. The uniqueness of such an extension
follows from the uniqueness of the extension of the function 3 defined in
(5.19). Now we show that the representations (5.11), (5.12) also hold for
z # 0&. First note the following: If a pair of functions X(z), Y(z) is defined
and satisfies (5.9) for z # 0+ , then there exists a unique extension of this
pair to all 0& which satisfies (5.5) and (5.9) for all z # 0+ _ 0& . Indeed,
if for z # |+ we set
X(z)=&
a(z~ )*
b(z)
VY(z~ )* V, Y(z)=&
a(z~ )*
b(z)
VX(z~ )* V, (5.32)
where z~ # 0+ is \-symmetric to z, then X and Y are the unique solutions
in 0& of the system of Eqs. (5.5) and (5.9) and, hence, the right-hand sides
of the defining relations are independent of the choice of z~ . Using the
representations (5.11), (5.12) for z # 0+ we obtain from (5.32) that for
z # 0&,
X(z)=1*B*(a(z) B*&b(z) A*)&1 1V, (5.33)
Y(z)=1*A*(a(z) B*&b(z) A*)&1 1V. (5.34)
By (5.10), the normal operators A, A*, B, B* mutually commute and
B*(a(z) B*&b(z) A*)&1=A(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1,
A*(a(z) B*&b(z) A*)&1=B(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1.
Hence, (5.33), (5.34) coincide with (5.11), (5.12), respectively. So, the
representations (5.11) and (5.12) also hold for z # 0& .
Finally, let z, z~ and |, |~ be two pairs of \-symmetric points such that
z, | # 0& and z~ , |~ # 0+ . It follows from (5.1), (5.2), (5.6), (5.21), and
(5.32) that
_X, Y (z, |)=\ a(|~ )b(|)*+
2
V_~ X, Y (z~ , |~ ) V* \a(z~ )*b(z) +
2
which, together with (5.22), implies that sq&(_X, Y (z, |))=k on 0&.
We now turn to the proof of the converse. Define U # L(H ) by U=
(B&b(:) IH)a(:). From (5.10) we get that U is unitary and that (5.30)
holds. We define X and Y by (5.14) and (5.15), respectively, where X and
Y are given by (5.11), (5.12), respectively. Then
X (z)=1*( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 1V,
Y (z)=1*U( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 1V,
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and
_X, Y (z, |)=_X , Y (z, |). (5.35)
From 1*1=IG we infer that we may identify G with its image 1G under
1, which is a regular subspace of H. We set D=H  G. Then 1 reduces
to the restriction operator |G and 1* becomes the projection PG from H
onto G. We write
U=\CG
F
H + : \
D
G+ \
D
G+
and denote its characteristic function by 3(z). By Lemma 2.3, we have that
sq&(_3(z, |)ind& D=ind& H  ind& G. (5.36)
Now we can trace the arguments backwards and obtain that
X (z)=( \:(z) IG&$:(z) 3(z))&1 V,
Y (z)=( \:(z) IG&$:(z) 3(z))&1 3(z) V,
and
_X ,  (z, |)=X (|)* V*s3 (z, |) VX (z). (5.37)
On account of Lemma 2.6, Eqs. (5.35), (5.36), and (5.37) imply that
k$=V sq&(_X, Y )ind& H  ind& G.
It is then easy to check that
P(z)=[X(z), Y(z)]=[X (z), Y (z)] # Pk$: ( \, F, G ).
This completes the proof. K
For the case where the equality k$=ind& H&ind& F prevails in the
converse part of Theorem 5.4 we make use of the following definition.
Definition 5.5. We say that a pair [A, B] of bounded operators
A, B # L(H ) is ( \, 1 )-minimal if

x # 0+ _ 0&
ran((a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1 )=H. (5.38)
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Remark 5.6. The operators A, B and 1 in (5.11), (5.12) can be chosen
so that [A, B] is ( \, 1 )-minimal, and then they are uniquely determined
by [X(z), Y(z)] up to isomorphism.
Proof. According to Theorem 4.1 the unitary operator U in (5.23) can
be chosen so that

z # 0+
ran( \:(z) ID(3)&$:(z) C )&* G*)
_ (ran( \:(z)* ID(3)&$:(z)* C)&1 F )=D(3). (5.39)
Using the decomposition (5.23) we obtain similarly to (5.25) that for
z # 0+,
PD(3)( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 | G
=$:(z)( \:(z) ID(3)&$:(z) C )&1 F( \:(z) IG&$:(z) 3(z))&1, (5.40)
where PD(3) denotes the orthogonal projection from H onto D(3). To
every point z # 0+ we associate a point z # 0+ such that
$:(z)
\:(z)
=
$:(z )*
\:(z )*
. (5.41)
This correspondence is a particular case of the .-symmetry introduced in
the proof of Lemma 2.6 with respect to the representation (3.2) of \|(z).
As in Lemma 2.6, to every point z # 0+ there corresponds at least one
point z # 0+ satisfying (5.41). Substituting (5.41) into (5.40) we obtain that
PD(3)( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 |G
=$:(z )* ( \:(z )* ID(3)&$:(z )* C )&1 F( \:(z) IG&$:(z) 3(z))&1.
(5.42)
Now let z be in 0& and let z~ # 0+ be \-symmetric to z. Since U is unitary
and according to (5.1), (5.2), we have that
( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U)&1=U*( \:(z) U*&$:(z) IH)&1
&U* \a(z)b(z~ ) \:(z~ ) IH&
b(z)*
a(z~ )*
$:(z~ ) U+
&*
=&
a(z~ )
b(z)
U*( \:(z~ ) IH&$:(z~ ) U)&*
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which, together with (5.23), gives
PD(3)( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 |G
=&$:(z)( \:(z~ ) ID(3)&$:(z~ ) C )&* G*( \:(z~ ) IG&$:(z~ ) 3(z~ ))&*.
(5.43)
From (5.39), (5.42), and (5.43), we conclude that

z # 0+ _ 0&
(ran PD(3)( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 | G)=D(3). (5.44)
Note that

z # 0+ _ 0&
(ran PG( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 | G)#(ran PG( \:(:) IH |G)=G
(5.45)
which, together with (5.44), implies the equality

z # 0+ _ 0&
(ran( \:(z) IH&$:(z) U )&1 |G)=H.
The last equality is equivalent to (5.38) on account of (5.31).
Finally we prove the essential uniqueness of the representations (5.11),
(5.12). Let H1 be a Pontryagin space with ind& H1=ind& F+k and let
operators A1 , B1 # L(H1) satisfy (5.10), 11 # L(G, H1) satisfy 11*11=IG ,
and assume that [A1 , B1] gives a ( \, 11)-minimal representation of
[X(z), Y(z)] of the form (5.11), (5.12). Then, in particular,
1*(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1=11*(a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11
and, therefore, for all z, | # 0+ _ 0&
\|(z)[(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1g1 , (a(|) A&b(|) B)&1 1g2]H
+
1
\:(:)
[ g1 , g2]G
=
\:(z)
\:(:)
[1*(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1g1 , g2]G
+
\:(|)*
\:(:)
[ g1 , 1*(a(|) A&b(|) B)&1 1g2]G
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=
\:(z)
\:(:)
[11*(a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11 g1 , g2]G
+
\:(|)*
\:(:)
[ g1 , 11*(a(|) A1&b(|) B1)&1 11g2]G
=\|(z)[(a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11 g1 , a(|) A1&b(|) B1)&1 11 g2]H1
+
1
\:(:)
[ g1 , g2]G . (5.45)
Let R be the linear span of all elements in H1_H1 which have the form
[(a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11g, (a(|) A1&b(|) B1)&1 1g],
where g and z vary over G and 0+ _ 0& , respectively. From the ( \, 11)-
minimality we conclude from (5.45) that R is a densely defined isometric
linear subset and, hence, defines a bounded isometric mapping W : H1  H.
In view of ( \, 1 )-minimality, ran W is dense in H and, hence, W is unitary.
By definition, W(a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11=(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1. Putting
in this equality z=: and taking into account (5.10), we obtain that
W11=1. (5.43)
Using (5.43) and the identity
$:(z) B(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1=&a(:) IH+a(z)(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1,
we obtain that
$:(z) WB1(a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11
=&a(:) W11+a(z) W(a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11
=&a(:) 1+a(z)(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1
=$:(z) B(a(z) A&b(z) B)&1 1
=$:(z) BW (a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 11 .
This shows that the equality
WB1=BW (5.44)
holds for all elements h # H1 of the form (a(z) A1&b(z) B1)&1 1g with
g # G. Since such vectors form a total set in H1 and W is bounded, the
equality (5.44) is valid for all h # H1 . Using (5.44) and (5.10), we have that
WA1=AW which completes the proof of the remark. K
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